Overview of Regional Coordinator Duties
Regional Coordinators (RCs) are the backbone of a breeding bird atlas, and vital to its success. They have
two main jobs:
1. They are the main contact, motivator, and source of information for all atlassers in their region,
and an essential link between atlassers and the central office.
2. They work with Atlas coordinators to ensure their region is adequately covered, and the records
from that region are clean and adequately documented.
Being an RC for the Newfoundland Breeding Bird Atlas is a big job. You should be an organized,
enthusiastic birder with good communications skills and connections in the local birding community.
Consider working with a team of people with complementary skills to help spread out the workload.
The duties of a Regional Coordinator include:



Recruiting birders and coordinating their atlassing
- Recruiting atlassers will involve contacting and working with the birders in your area,
talking to clubs or groups, putting notices in newsletters and on social media, and
potentially working with the media.





Coordinating/assisting with initial training for atlassers



Tracking coverage within the region
- Work towards ensuring that all priority squares are adequately covered (20 hours of
atlassing and 15 point counts) during the 5 years of data collection. You will be able to
track coverage using the website, which will provide regularly updated information
about the total hours of effort per square, the number of point counts, and the number
of species recorded. This information will also be used to generate a yearly regional
report.



Keeping a regularly updated list of squares requiring outside help to cover
- In regions where there are not enough local atlassers to cover the region, you should
inform the atlas office as soon as possible of potential shortcomings in coverage.

Distributing materials to volunteers who aren’t able to access them online
Assigning atlassers to squares
- Atlassers can work in any square, but having a primary atlasser assigned to each helps
ensure all squares are covered adequately.



Organizing local events (e.g., workshops, presentations, square-bashes, point count blitzes,
special species surveys – e.g., owls or crepuscular species)




Reviewing methods and data submission deadlines with atlassers
Maintaining an up-to-date list of atlassers in the region
- On the web page, you will be able to access and change the profile of each atlasser
registered in your region. You can update contact information as needed and obtain
atlasser ID numbers. Atlassers are also able to access their own profiles online and
adjust their contact information. You should encourage them to do this as needed.



Investigating and verifying rare sightings if necessary
- To facilitate investigation, ask observers to contact you as soon as possible when they
locate an unusual species (not wait until the end of the breeding season). Stress that
less experienced observers should have others verify their observations of unusual
species and encourage immediate documentation (i.e., photos, sketches, notes, audio
recordings).



Reviewing all data records for your region, including Rare/Colonial species forms, and resolving
associated issues
- This will be done online using an automated system. Filters will flag issues during data
entry.






Reviewing and compiling all hard copy data, and forwarding it to the Atlas office
Answering any questions from people in the region
Attending annual Regional Coordinator meetings
Providing feedback to the Atlas office

Regional Coordinators will be provided with a small budget to cover their expenses, including phone
bills, mailing, materials, copying, travel to meetings, etc.
If you’re interested in being a Regional Coordinator for the Newfoundland Atlas, please contact the Atlas
Coordinator, Catherine Dale, by e-mail (cdale@birdscanada.org) or phone (613-484-1217).

Administrative Regions for the Newfoundland Breeding Bird Atlas
Region #
1
2
3
4
5
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7
8

Region Name
Northern Peninsula
SW Newfoundland
Baie Verte-Buchans
Baie d’Espoir
NE Newfoundland
Bonavista-Placentia West
Avalon
St. Pierre and Miquelon

# of Squares
256
246
202
194
208
184
167
12

